
AutoMS 
AUTOMATION SCIENCE SOLUTIONS

X-ray Machines & Metal Detectors for Food

KEY BENEFITS

Machine Physical Condition Monitoring -
They now have a live status of the
condition of this equipment.
Increased Productivity and Performance
Management – The technicians at AutoMS
have increased efficiency through the
ability to send completed inspections
digitally rather than having to hand in
paper checklists to head office. 
Geo Location – The managers now have
precise locations of each of the
technicians as well as the assets.
Real-time Data and Reporting Insights –
AssetPool’s reporting dashboards give
AutoMS the ability to report on the health
of their assets at any given moment.

When we asked the owner of AutoMS what
key benefits he has experienced from
adopting AssetPool, he said “giving multiple
clients access to view the status of their
equipment on site, if an asset fails an
inspection the client can see it in real time.
Having the evidence and images also helps to
show that our technicians are doing
inspections correctly and if something is
broken we can provide the evidence and
quote on repairs immediately.” One of the
benefits from being able to quote on repairs
is increased revenue. 

HOW DID ASSETPOOL HELP
AutoMS is a company that offers new equipment sales,
service calibration, validation, training, and breakdown
support. They deal with any metal detector, check-
weigher or x ray machine. Some of their clients include
Pioneer Foods, RCL Foods, Beyers Chocolate and
Bokomo.
 
Prior to adopting AssetPool, AutoMS completed their
inspections with paper and pen and then entered that
information into an excel spreadsheet once the
technician arrived back at the office. AutoMS used to
manually fill out forms on site when doing inspections,
then print out the machine specific data sheet with
the previous settings on it. They had to then manually
edit the excel sheet and then email it to their client.
 
Through the use of AssetPool, Mark Kirk, owner of
AutoMS, has been able to have a wholistic view of his
company’s assets. He can now view any piece of
equipment with a click of a button. He has peace of
mind knowing that his technicians are completing their
inspections correctly and timely. This has led to
increased revenue for AutoMS as they are now able to
complete more asset inspections in a day than they
were previously able to. 

“Bringing AssetPool into AutoMS has changed the way we do business, we used to manually print out
inspection reports, write them out on site and then manually get the technicians to capture the information
when they got back to the office. This means the technicians can do more inspections and do more jobs in

one day.” - Mark Kirk, Owner of AutoMS


